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Crafting guide 
 

Crafting in Beyond Ragnarok consists of many paths. It starts from the gathering and 
processing of resources, to making repair kits, wonderful weaponry and armour, and the all-

important Runes. 
This guide will explain the various elements of crafting. 
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Prospecting & Wilderness lore 
 

 
Prospecting and Wilderness Lore are skills in game which allow the gathering and processing 
of resources.  The following sections outline the mechanics of how these work, and how they 
are used. There will be areas on site where resources can be gathered. These areas will be 
marked with an A4 Laminated sign for OC identification. These signs will be located at 
entrances to these areas; paths and trails etc. 

 
Prospecting 
The Prospecting skill is the prerequisite needed for all three of the Smithing professions. This 
skill represents your knowledge in game of the raw materials you use; how to gather them, 
and how to refine them.  
 

Mechanics of Gathering 
Only a character with the Prospecting skill can gather Wood, Metal and Natural Crystal 
resources. 
These can be gathered directly from the natural environment, and will be represented by A5 
Laminated cards detailing what has been found.  
These A5 cards need to be taken directly to GOD when you return from your prospecting trip, 
and exchanged for the appropriate processing cards, or Crystal Unit physreps. These can then 
be taken around the camps for use in weapon smithing, armour smithing, trade and research. 
NOTE: You are restricted to gathering a total of 9 resource units at any one time, which can be 
made up of any combination of Metal, Wood and Crystal. These items are heavy; your character 
would not be carrying 20 of them through the woods back to camp, for example. Please keep 
within the spirit of the game and do not collect more than your share on any one trip; this 
includes moving and stashing resources in hidden locations within the woodlands, or in camp, 
for collection later. 
 

Laminated Gathering Cards 
The below is an example image of what the Laminated cards will look like.  
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Wilderness lore 
The Wilderness Lore skill is needed for the gathering of animals via snare traps, and for 
tracking.  

Mechanics of Gathering 
Only a character with the Wilderness Lore skill can gather Animal resources. 
In order to gather animals your character will need to set traps in the natural environment 
within the areas designated for this; marked with the aforementioned A4 sign. Snare traps are 
denoted with a red ribbon, supplies of which can be picked up from either GOD or faction 
command for this use. Please feel free to write your name upon these, so you know they are 
yours. Your character will need to attach said red ribbon to something in the natural 
environment; a branch, fallen log, tree root, a large rock, etc.  
Trapping animals, however, is not instantaneous; it takes time and the absence of people for 
animals to come to and fall into a trap. This means your character will have to leave said trap, 
and come and check it later. Depending on where your trap is set, you may or may not upon 
your return find that your trap has an animal in it. 
Animals will be denoted by A5 cards, which need to be taken directly to GOD when you return 
from your trip and exchanged for the appropriate processing card. These can then be used 
around the camps for use in weapon smithing, armour smithing, trade and research. 
NOTE 1: This process is put in place to make the activity of trapping as realistic as is practical, 
and not just a quick trip to GOD to collect a card. Our referees will need some time, however, 
to find and put ‘animals’ in your traps. It is recommended to have multiple traps set in the area 
to make your trips worthwhile, leave it sufficient time for a ref to find them, and place them in 
safe, ‘findable’ locations.  
NOTE 2: You are restricted to gathering a maximum of 9 animal resource units at any one time. 
Your character would not be carrying 20 of them through the woods back to camp. Please keep 
within the spirit of the game and do not collect more than your share on any one trip; this 
includes moving and stashing resources in hidden locations within the woodlands, or in camp, 
for collection later. 

 
 

Laminated Gathering Cards  
For Animal resources, the item that is gathered from the natural environment will be an A5 
Laminated card, detailing what has been found. The below are example images of what the 
Laminated cards.  
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Tracking 
You are able to track creatures at the discretion of a referee. The roleplay involved and the 
time it takes will be determined by what and where you are tracking.   
 

Resource Processing 
Resource processing is the act of taking raw material and worked with it until it is refined 
enough to be useful. 
 

Processing Ratio 
There are three levels of processing in game; raw, worked and refined.  
Resources are refined in a 2-1 ratio up the three levels, in the following manner. 
 

 
 

Mechanics of Processing 
Only a character with the Prospecting or Wilderness Lore skill can refine resources. 
Prospecting can refine Metal and Wood, Wilderness Lore can refine Animals.  
Natural Crystal does not need processing.  
In order to refine resources the player needs to go to GOD with the resources they want 
to refine, and exchange the cards in the 2-1 ratio as demonstrated above. This can be 
done at any time when GOD is open, however you are restricted to processing up ONE 
LEVEL per trip with the resources you have available. Each trip should be an hour apart.  

 
For example: 

Player A goes into GOD with 6 raw and 4 worked metal resources; they will get back 3 
worked and 2 refined metal resources. 
You would not, in the same trip, be able to refine those 3 worked that you received. 
 
Player A is then expected to wait 1 hour before returning to refine another set of 
resources. 
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Processing Cards 
The below are images of what the different resource cards will look like.  
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OC Mechanics of Smithing 
 

Crafting Refs 
There will be Crafting Ref’s in the game, who will be available as NPC’s. During the events 
these NPC’s will be coming to the camps on a regular basis, in order to speak to the Smiths.  

 
 

Crafting Weapons & Armour 
When a crafting ref is in camp they will be able to take ‘crafting orders,’ for weapons and 
armour. You will be able to tell the crafting ref what you want made and hand over the 
appropriate runes. The crafting ref will then take your order to GOD for you to have your 
Lammie made, and will return to you.  
Crafting refs will aim to return to you within the hour though please be flexible with this, as 
many things can happen on the field causing delays. If your request is time sensitive, let your 
ref know and every effort will be made to make sure you have your item in time. Nothing is 
made instantaneously, however, and you will be told if you have left it too late.   
 

Roleplay Time 
The time in-between the Crafting Ref taking your ‘order’ and returning to you is the time you 
should be roleplaying the crafting of the item you have ordered. 

 
 

Crafting Runes 
Making runes is not a long process, does not take much IC time to accomplish, and does NOT 
require a Crafting Order. Once you have the required resources in order to make a rune, you 
can take these to GOD and exchange them for the appropriate rune card. As the smith, you 
decide which of the 24 runic symbols goes on the rune card.  

 
 

Finding a Crafting ref at other times 
Crafting ref’s can found outside of these times, and will have a base within the IC area. If one 
cannot be found here, and you are unable to wait until they come back to your camp, go to 
GOD or your Command team and ask for a Crafting ref to be radioed to come to you. 
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Smithing Basics 
 

The Smithing skill in Beyond Ragnarok is magical crafting. The game does not have the need 
for new swords, or axes, or shields to be made from scratch, but instead is the process of 
making them magical. This part of the document will explain what your characters will 
already know about Smithing in this manner.  
 
To take a Smithing profession, you must have the following skill as a prerequisite. 

• Prospecting  
You then need to purchase ‘Smithing’ as a profession  
Smithing consists of 3 different profession paths. 
 

Profession Path Ability 

Weaponsmith Allows the Smith to magically infuse runic power into weapons, granting 
characters skills within their profession that they have not yet purchased. 

Armoursmith Allows the Smith to magically infuse runic power into armour, granting the 
wearer the ability to resist specified incoming skill affects. 

Runesmith Allows the Smith to make Runes, combining naturally occurring Crystal and 
Shards together to produce a Rune that holds magical energy. 

 
When you purchase ‘Smithing’ as a profession, you are able to pick one of these paths at 
Apprentice level. 
You may spend XP points at a later date to purchase the other paths if you wish to.  
Characters are not restricted to only one.  
 
There are two types of Smithing;  
Mundane and Magical.  
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Mundane Smithing 
 

All Smiths know how to make items from the materials they use, and roleplay can be done 
around this without the need to use IC resources. Mundane Smithing is used to make items 
that aren’t magical, but are not steel made swords and shields. Mundane smithing instead 
applies to other items; repair kits, locks and keys. 

Locks & Keys 
Locks & Keys can be used to make boxes, chests and pouches safer from theft. This does not 
make them theft-proof, however, as there are skills which allow the picking of locks. 
When you create a lock and/or key, this means that the person with that key is the only 
person who can unlock the item without the Disable Locks & Traps skill. 
Locks and keys are denoted by a blue ribbon. Each lock and key ribbon will have a Lock Set ID 
number, and the Player Number of the crafter upon it.  
Lock & Key Requirements 

Item Resources Required 
Lock 2 x Iron 
Key 1 x Iron 

 
Lock & Key Ribbons 

 
 

If a player does not have a key for a Lock, it would take them 30 seconds to ‘unpick’ a Lock 
using the Disable Locks & Traps skill.  
The Lock ribbon needs to be attached secured to the item it is locking.  
The Key ribbon can be kept safe wherever the player wishes to; upon their person or within 
the IC areas of the game.   
 
Getting Your Locks & Keys 
Any character with a Smithing Profession may go to GOD, and exchange the required 
resources, for Lock and Key sets.  
You can request more than one key for a lock, as long as you have the resources to do so. Or 
request more than one lock for a key, as long as you have the resources to do so. 
 
Adding Additionals to a set 
You are able to add additional keys to a Lock Set at a later date, or make another lock in a 
Lock Set, as long as you made the original yourself and have in your possession; the Lock (for 
additional keys), or key (for additional locks) with you when you go to GOD.  
GOD will check your player ID to make sure it is your crafted item, and in exchange for the 
appropriate resources give you another Lock or Key, or multiples of.  

 
 
Other Items 
There will be other plot relevant mundane items that can be made in game using material 
resources. When ideas for these come up, please speak to a crafting Referee to discuss the 
relevant recipe to use. Once confirmed, these will then be able to be obtained via God with 
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your character from GOD. Teaching others can be accomplished via confirmation from said 
Ref. 
 

 

Magical Smithing 
Typically, magic was the remit of the Gods only, who’s innate attunement to the runes 
allowed them to perform magic in many forms. Mere mortals, having no understanding of the 
true nature of magic and the cosmos, could historically almost never hope to perform magic. 
However, with the discovery of the Crystal Ore and Shards of Midgard, mortal beings learnt 
how to make and release power via magically charged Runes. These runes can also be input 
into item such as weapons and armour, infusing the item with a specific magical skill, or 
resistance to one.  

 
Weaponsmithing 
Weaponsmithing in Beyond Ragnarok is the act of putting magical power into a weapon. This 
can be done on; swords, daggers, axes, hammers, staves, spears and projectile weapons. 
ALL MAGICALLY CRAFTED WEAPONS LAST ONE YEAR. 

 
Runes Required 
Crafting a skill into a weapon requires 3 runes of the appropriate level: Quartz, Hematite or 
Obsidian. One of these runes needs to be of the appropriate symbol for the skill; known as 
the Focus Rune. The other two can be of any symbol.  
 

IC Method 
What your character is doing whilst crafting is inputting the appropriate rune into a weapon, 
using the power of the other two runes as the ‘glue’ that holds it in place. This then allows a 
person to add the skill you have placed within to their repertoire of magical skills, assuming 
that they have the relevant profession, when they crack a Rune. 
 
For example: 

Player A uses 3 Hematite Runes, to produce a Crush Axe.  
One Hematite rune is the appropriate rune symbol for Crush. Two Hematite runes are of 
any symbol. 
 
Player B, who has the Thane profession with all three Basic skills, and the advanced skill 
Strikedown can now also use Crush when they crack a Hematite rune. Player B could 
choose to call three Crushes; two Crushes and a Strikedown; or one Crush and two 
Strikedowns. 
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Item Lammies 
The Laminated card that you will receive will be a ‘tearable’ Lammie. Within the Lammie will 
be an outer piece of paper with details about the item. Inside this is a Rune card of the 
appropriate Focus Rune symbol. 
 
Lammie Example 

 
Side A                               |       Tear off       |                          Side B 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Anyone with a Smithing Profession is able to look at the weapon in-character and know what 
the item is capable of. Anyone without a Smith profession, cannot do this unless told what it 
does; but can read the card out-of-character to know how to roleplay its use. 
 
Durability 
Durability pertains to the Rune within the item.  
The purpose and effects of Durability are for in-game discovery. Please see a Crafting ref 
NPC to discuss. 
 
Salvaging 
Runes can be salvaged out of weapons, if the item Lammie states it can. This can be 
accomplished by tearing open the item Lammie and removing the Rune card that is inside.  
Anyone can salvage a Rune out of a weapon, removing the magical power from the item. 
There are discoverable elements to salvaging within the game. Please see a Crafting ref NPC 
to discuss. 

  

Side A will detail 
• what the item is 
• what it does and who can use it 
• Its expiry date 
• Its durability rating (0,1,2 or 3) 
 

Side B will detail 
• The rune that is within the item 
• Whether it can be salvaged 
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Armoursmithing 
Armoursmithing in Beyond Ragnarok is the act of putting resistance to magical affects into 
armour and shields. This can be done on; breastplates, greaves, vambraces, helmets, 
pauldrons, and shields.  
ALL MAGICALLY CRAFTED ARMOUR/SHIELDS LAST ONE YEAR. 

 
Runes Required 
Crafting skill resistance into armour/shields requires 3 runes of the appropriate level: Quartz, 
Hematite or Obsidian. One of these runes needs to be of the appropriate symbol for the skill 
you want to resist; known as the Focus Rune. The other two can be of any symbol.  
 
IC Method 
What your character is doing whilst crafting is inputting the appropriate rune into a piece of 
armour or shield, using the power of the other two runes as the ‘glue’ that holds it in place. 
This then allows a person to add resist to the skill you have placed within, to their repertoire 
of magical skills, when they crack a Rune.  
 
The character does not need to have the relevant profession to call Resist, but must have 
the relevant Armour or Shield skill to wear or use the item. 
For example: 

Player A uses 3 Hematite Runes, to produce a resist to Crush Shield.  
One Hematite rune is the appropriate rune symbol for Crush. Two Hematite runes are  
any symbol. 
 
Player B, who has the Shield skill can add ‘resist Crush’ to their available skills when 
they crack a Hematite rune.  
 
If Player B had the Seidr Profession with all three Basic skills, and the advanced skill 
Counter, they could, by tearing a Hematite Rune card choose to call three Resist 
Crushes; two Resist Crushes and a Counter; or one Resist Crush and two Counters. 

 
 

Item Lammies 
The Laminated card that you will receive, with be a ‘tearable’ Lammie. Within the Lammie will 
be an outer piece of paper with details about the item. Inside this is a Rune card of the 
appropriate Focus Rune symbol. 
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Lammie Example 

 
Side A                               |       Tear off        |                          Side B 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Anyone with a Smithing Profession is able to look at the weapon in-character and know what 
the item is capable of. Anyone without a Smith profession, cannot do this unless told what it 
does; but can read the card out-of-character to know how to roleplay its use. 
 
Durability 
Durability pertains to the Rune within the item.  
The purpose and effects of Durability are for in-game discovery. Please see a Crafting ref 
NPC to discuss. 
 
Salvaging 
Runes can be salvaged out of Armour, if the item Lammie states it can. This can be 
accomplished by tearing open the item Lammie and removing the Rune card that is inside.  
Anyone can salvage a Rune out of a piece of armour, removing the magical power from the 
item. 
There are discoverable elements to salvaging within the game. Please see a Crafting ref NPC 
to discuss. 

  

Side A will detail 
• what the item is 
• what it does and who can use it 
• Its expiry date 
• Its durability rating (0,1,2 or 3) 

 

Side B will detail 
• The rune that is within the item 
• Whether it can be salvaged 
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Runesmithing 
Runesmithing in Beyond Ragnarok is the act of fusing naturally occurring Crystal, and magical 
‘Shards’ together, in order to make a Rune that holds magical power. This can be done with 
Quartz, Hematite and Obsidian. Runes do not expire, until they are cracked. 

 
Resources Required 
The normal crafting process for making Runes, is for each Rune created a certain number of 
shards is required, dependent on the Crystal type. 

Rune Crystal Requirement Shard Requirement 
A Quartz Rune 1 x unit Quartz Crystal 3 x Shards 
A Hematite Rune 1 x unit Hematite Crystal 6 x Shards 
An Obsidian Rune 1 x unit Obsidian Crystal 9 x Shards 

NOTE: This means, if you have the Basic Runesmithing +1 enhancement, then for 1 unit of 
Quartz, you are making 2 Runes. For each of those Runes; you still need 3 shards per Rune. 

 

Method 
Quartz, Hematite and Obsidian have been found to be capable of holding magical energy 
within them, in a well inside the outter layer of crystal. This makes the outter layer brittle, 
and can be cracked; releasing the power within, but destroying the crystal casing.  
Your character has been taught the method of carving, heating, folding and fusing together 
crystal units and the magical energy of a substance called Shards. When a character makes 
runes, the final process is the carving of the runic symbol upon the stone. 
 

Rune Cards 
The below are images of what the different rune cards will look like.  

    
 

Shards 
Shards are an element of the game which will be explained fully through in character 
interaction, rather than through a guide or rulebook. Version 1 of this guide, released before 
the game starts, will therefore not include details on how shards are obtained.  
However, for anyone looking at this guide with the view to play a Runesmith, please be 
assured Shards will be available for you to obtain so that the Runesmithing path is effective 
and useful. 
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Repair Kits 
Repair kits are used to repair magically destroyed items, via the Crush and Fatal skills. 
Repair kits can only be made with the Prospector skill, using resources gathered from the 
natural environment via Prospecting and Wilderness Lore, and from trade (such as Shards). 
As Prospecting is the pre-requisite to the Smithing skills, the ability to craft these Kits 
represents the basic understanding of crafting with magical components. 
 

Method 
Any smith can make Repair Kits. This act of making a Repair Kit is the process of infusing the 
power of Shards to the materials, so that is can be applied without the use of a forge. It 
bonds without the use of tools. 
 
Repair Kit Requirements 

  Resources Required 
Repair Kit Includes Treated  

Wood 
Worked  
Wood 

Leather Cured Steel Iron Shards 

Bladed Weapon Swords & Daggers         2   1 
Hafted Weapon Axes, Spears & Hammers   2 1       1 
Wooden Weapons Staves & Bows 2           1 
Light Armour Leather Armour     2       1 
Heavy Armour Metal Armour         1 2 1 
Shield All sizes 1     2     1 

         
 
Getting Your Kits 
Any character with a Smithing Profession may go to GOD and exchange the required 
resources, for the appropriate repair kit card.  
 
Repair Cards Examples 
The below are images of what the different rune cards will look like.  

    
 

Using Repair Kits 
When you use a repair kit to repair the appropriate magically destroyed item, you must 
tear the card to indicate it has been used. 
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Focus runes for skills 
 

The following table shows the Runes that are known to produce their relevant skill. 
 

Thane & Galdr 
Skill Level Rune Material Symbol Rune Name 
Disarm  (+ Ranged) Basic Quartz 

 
Isa 

Through  (+ Ranged) Basic Quartz 
 

Thurisaz 

Stun  (+ Ranged) Basic Quartz 
 

Nauthiz 

Strikedown  (+ Ranged  Advanced Hematite 
 

Raidho 

Crush  (+ Ranged) Advanced Hematite 
 

Uruz 

Fatal (+ Ranged) Master Obsidian 
 

Tiwaz 

 

Seidr 
Skill Level Rune Material Symbol Rune Name 
Firm Resolve Basic Quartz 

 
Ehwaz 

Ritual Basic Quartz 
 

Eiwhaz 

Command Basic Quartz 
 

Fehu 

Dominate Advanced Hematite 
 

Dagaz 

Counter Advanced Hematite 
 

Gebo 

Rite Master Obsidian 
 

Inguz 

 

Ghodi 
Skill Level Rune Material Symbol Rune Name 
Apothecary Basic Quartz 

 
Berkana 

Woad Basic Quartz 
 

Mannaz 

Alchemy Basic Quartz 
 

Pertho 

Blessings Advanced Hematite 
 

Sowelo 

Hexes Advanced Hematite 
 

Hagalaz 

Miracle Master Obsidian 
 

Algiz 
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Using Alternative Runes 
It is possible to use alternative runes other than the ones listed in the tables above, for 
specific skills. However, the crafting system is not a ‘free for all’ use, and so there will be 
many things that will not be allowed.  
What is considered, however, is your characters personal beliefs, backgrounds, and culture. 
Personal knowledge is quite powerful, and if your character is passionate about something 
that results in them using another rune to portray a specific skill, then this may be allowed 
by your Crafting ref.  
This may result in a limitation on who is able to use said item, depending on what the 
circumstances are. 

For example: 

Player A wants to make a Staff of Rituals. This would usually require then Eihwaz rune. 
However, this crafter is also a basic Seidr with Firm Resolve, and this staff is for them 
to be able to lead a specific ritual.  
This ritual is to contact and enlist Freya’s help in a matter of great importance, and 
Player A is a devout worshipper of the Goddess. Freya is known for her magical prowess, 
and is the goddess who enhances the souls of those on Midgard in a ritual circle, known 
as the Warrior Witch. 
 
Because of Player A’s connected to Freya, they find that they are able to use one of 
Freya’s runes instead of Eihwaz to make the staff, choosing the Fehu rune to do so.  
 
What is found, however, is that ONLY player A can use the staff, and use the Ritual 
ability. 

 
 
 

 

Phyrsepping crafting workshops 
 

 
Beyond Ragnarok is not enforcing a system where a ‘forge’ or ‘workshop’ has to be obtained 
through IC means in order to perform crafting. It is assumed that any character who has this 
skill, will have brought with them from their homes; crafting implements, tools and equipment 
in order to accomplish what they need to.  
Instead, what we ask is that wherever possible an effort is made by our players to create an 
IC space where ‘crafting’ can be roleplayed. This not only adds to the look and feel of the 
camp you are in, but makes the roleplay surrounding crafting that much more immersive.  
 
Beyond Ragnarok is happy with players bringing OC anvils, hammers and tools in order to 
create the sounds of forging, if they wish to. It is the responsibility of the player to ensure 
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that these are kept within the crafting area, used in a safe manner, and NOT mistaken for 
LARP safe weaponry.  
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